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Using the web to make the web green



Hello!
I’m Chris. 

Green Web Foundation - tracking and accelerating the transition of 
the web to green energy

Contact:
chris@thegreenwebfoundation.org
@mrchrisadams



Stats for 2019 compared to 2010:

We might think the carbon footprint has increased. It’s likely that it has reduced slightly over the last 10 years (Malmodin 2018)

12x as much traffic
7.5x the workloads
~1x the energy usage

Source - IEA, Global data centre energy demand by data centre type, 2010-2022, IEA, Paris (link)

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/9/3027
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-data-centre-energy-demand-by-data-centre-type-2010-2022


The cost of this efficiency is a less diverse ecosystem (Recalibrating global data center energy-use estimates, Koomey et al)
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Source - IEA, Global data centre energy demand by data centre type, 2010-2022, IEA, Paris (link)
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https://science.sciencemag.org/content/367/6481/984.abstract
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-data-centre-energy-demand-by-data-centre-type-2010-2022


As gains from hardware alone diminish, there is a greater need to work at the software layer too (link)

https://www.iea.org/digital/#section-5-1


Rapid.
Far Reaching.
Unprecedented.

Word for word guidance for policy makers from IPCC on the scale of changes needed  (link)

https://www.ipcc.ch/2018/10/08/summary-for-policymakers-of-ipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5c-approved-by-governments/


More on the origins of the waves cartoons - (link)

https://mackaycartoons.net/2020/03/18/wednesday-march-11-2020/


The internet is the biggest 
machine in the world and 
it mostly runs on fossil 
fuels.



We are in a climate crisis 
largely because we keep 
burning fossil fuels, instead 
of finding a path off them



Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

A way to think about greening digital infrastructure. See also, principles.green (link)

http://principles.green


As gains from hardware alone diminish, there is a greater need to work at the software layer too (link)

https://www.iea.org/digital/#section-5-1


Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

as in green energy, and 
greener material inputs.

For running computers.
And making computers.



Website carbon - quick figures for the carbon footprint of a website (link)

https://www.websitecarbon.com/


Website carbon - quick figures for the carbon footprint of a website (link)

https://www.websitecarbon.com/


Website carbon - quick figures for the carbon footprint of a website (link)

https://www.websitecarbon.com/


Green
Open
Lean
Distributed

open data, open source & transparency. 



Coach - like lighthouse, but for a web that’s good for more than just google (sitespeed.io)

https://www.sitespeed.io/


Building a more sustainable web with sitespeed and the green web foundation  (link)

https://www.thegreenwebfoundation.org/news/how-to-build-a-more-sustainable-web-with-a-little-help-from-sitespeed-io/


Tracking web perf stats with sitespeed and grafana



Tracking carbon stats with grafana and sitespeed



We’ve contributor and innovation partner for the open source cloud carbon footprint tool (link)

https://www.thegreenwebfoundation.org/news/how-to-build-a-more-sustainable-web-with-a-little-help-from-sitespeed-io/


Contributing partner for Thoughtworks open source cloud carbon footprint tool (link)

https://www.thegreenwebfoundation.org/news/how-to-build-a-more-sustainable-web-with-a-little-help-from-sitespeed-io/


How Google move compute loads through time to when energy is cheap and green (link)

https://blog.google/inside-google/infrastructure/data-centers-work-harder-sun-shines-wind-blows


Using grid intensity as a element of designs with Branch Magazine (link)

http://branch.climateaction.tech










Thanks!
thegreenwebfoundation.org
chris@thegreenwebfoundation.org
@mrchrisadams / @greenwebfound

climateaction.tech
@climateActTech


